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Meet President-elect Szymanski
Program, reception at 11 a.m. today on campus

first motivated her to apply
for the position.
A & E Editor
“At this stage in my career,
The announcement has been I am interested in leading an
a long time coming.
academically strong, studentNearly six months after centered public university,”
President Roland Barden Szymanski said. “MSUM fits
announced his retirement, the bill perfectly.”
Minnesota State Colleges
“The mission of the uniand Universities Chancellor versity resonates with my
James H. McCormick said last own beliefs about the role and
Thursday he recommends that potential of public higher eduthe Board of Trustees appoint cation,” she said.
Edna Mora Szymanski as
Szymanski was one of three
president of
finalists recomMSUM.
mended to the
MSUM stuThe mission of the chancellor by a
dents, staff and
university resonates search commitwith my own beliefs tee chaired by
faculty
will
about the role and Jon Quistgaard,
have the opporpotential of public
tunity to meet
president
of
higher education.
Szymanski at
Bemidji
State
11 a.m. today
University. The
Edna Szymanski
(Thursday) in
chancellor’s recMSUM President-Elect
Science
Lab
ommendation
104.
was considered by the Board
Szymanski, 56, is senior vice of Trustees at a special meetpresident for academic affairs ing Wednesday.
and provost at the University
Though the results of the
of Maine, Orono, a position meeting were not available at
she has held since 2006.
press time, McCormick is cerIn an interview with The tain the board will give her its
Advocate last month, she said approval.
MSUM’s reputation as a highquality institution was what to Syzmanski, page 15
By KELLIE MEEHLHAUSE

Financial finals
Exit counseling
proves key to
managing student
loans for seniors

Features, page 3

“

jon lambert / advocate photo editor

Students, staff and faculty will have the opportunity to meet MSUM
President-elect Edna Szymanski at 11 a.m. today (Thursday) in
Science Lab 104.

Voice your vote
It is important to
take an interest,
vote in the upcoming
senate election

Opinion, Page 6

SPS takes off

Student
senate
Students get grant to launch rocket
elections
By MARK KELLER

Voting to take
place online
By TIM STULKEN
Staff Writer

Before exercising their right
to vote next November in the
U.S. presidential elections,
students will have the opportunity to vote in the MSUM
student senate elections.
The elections for student
senate officers will be held
April 23 and 24, and students
will be able to vote online by
going to the student senate
homepage and entering their
Dragon ID number.
Some of what will be voted
on includes referendums on
the effectiveness of the smoking ban and alcohol policy, and
student opinion on universal
health insurance for students.
Also, all the academic senator
and executive positions are on
the ballot.

to ELECTIONS, page 5

Staff Writer

The Student Physics Society
(SPS) launched three test rockets on Sunday afternoon in
rural Cass County, N.D., with
funding received from state
grants.
SPS built the rockets with
money and supplies awarded

through a space grant contest
from North Dakota. The top
six qualifiers from the competition were awarded the
grant. Minnesota would not
allow MSUM to compete for
Minnesota space grants.
“North Dakota was kind
enough to let us compete,”
said Linda Winkler, phys-

ics professor at MSUM. “We
developed a proposal for the
rockets and won the rocket kit
with the funding to go along
with it.”
These flights were test
flights for a later rocket that
will be sent up with a carbon
dioxide probe.

to rocket, page 11

Print-offs
Plains Art Museum
offers printmaking
opportunities to
MSUM students

A&E, page 8

Tennis turnaround

kayla whitaker / the advocate

Freshman physics major Steve Ruckdashel launches a test rocket in rural Cass County on Sunday.

Dragons win two
after a rocky season
start, look forward to
NSIC tournament

Sports, page 12
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S

ecurity
Report
4.8 - 4.14

4.8 Suspicious persons
in Ballard
4.8 Suspicious persons
in maintenance building
4.9 False fire alarm
in Center for Business
4.9 911 hang-up in Annex
4.10 Arson in South Snarr
4.10 Alcohol offenses and noise
complaint in Dahl
4.10 Vandalism in Holmquist
4.11 Suspicious odors
in Grantham, Lot S, and
CMU east entrance
4.12 Alcohol offenses in Ballard
4.12 Vandalism in Ballard
4.12 Theft/Larceny in Nemzek
swimming locker room
4.12 Driving offenses in Lot D
4.13 Vandalism in South Snarr
4.14 Vandalism in Nelson
4.14 Theft/Larceny Campus
Security House

News Briefs

Celebrate Earth Day

The annual Earth Day celebration is from 1 to 7 p.m. on
Tuesday, on the campus mall.
The event is co-sponsored by
NEED and CAB.
There will be free food,
music and activities along
with local environmental vendors.

Magazine reading
April 24

A reading to celebrate the
2008 publication of “Red
Weather,” the campus literary
magazine, is scheduled at 7:30
p.m. April 24 in the Center for
Business 109.
Graduate and undergraduate winners in the poetry and
prose categories will read
their entries: Selina Bjorlie,
Mary Huyck-Mulka, Megan
Gette, Derrick Paulson, Tessa
Torgeson, Janet Haak Aarness,
Lindsey Winter and Anna
Musselman.

Advocate meetings Clean up campus
3:30 p.m. Mondays on Monday
in CMU 110
The Facilities & Grounds
The Advocate would like
to invite any interested students to their weekly meetings in The Advocate office.
Pick up an application today
and apply to be a sports writer, staff writer, cartoonist or
photographer.
The
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Committee is organizing a
campus wide clean-up day on
Monday. The rain date will
be Wednesday. The committee encourages all faculty, staff
and students to join in the
efforts to help clean up our
campus.
To volunteer, report to the
west side of the Library or to the
dorm area between Grantham
and Dahl to receive your work
assignment between 11 a.m.
and 3:30 p.m.
There will be free pizza and
a beverage at noon for all volunteers at the Library porch.
Volunteers should bring their
own gloves if possible.
Anyone with questions
should contact Gordy Bergman
at 477-2957 or Kathy Abraham
at 477-2156. Student groups
and organizations interested
in participating may contact
Al Breuer at 477-2998.

MSUM’s 4th of July
needs volunteers

Volunteers are needed for
MSUM’s 36th Annual Fourth
of July event.
All volunteers are rewarded
with a free T-shirt and food
coupons.
To become a part of the celebration, stop into Owens 208,
or call Kathy at 477-2156 or
Gwen at 477-2074.

Join the Colleges
Against Cancer

Opening ceremonies for the
American Cancer Society’s
Moorhead Colleges Relay for
Life is at 7 p.m., with a luminary ceremony at 10 p.m. and
closing ceremony at 5 a.m.
tomorrow at Olson Forum on
Concordia’s campus.
If there are any questions
about Relay, please send
Colleges Against Cancer an email at againstcancer@gmail.
com.

Jenny Christen / The Advocate

Junior Sarah Crawford stands outside of the Library, in front of a display of graphic images. A group
of protesters formed after the Genocide Awareness Project set up their display on Monday morning.

Keep it Jazzy

The
Tri-College
Jazz
Combos perform at 7:30 p.m.
today (Thursday) in Hansen
Theatre.
MSUM’s Snowfire presents
its spring concert at 7:30 p.m.
on Friday in Weld’s Glasrud
Auditorium.

Student work
showing

The BA/BS exhibit is currently on view in the gallery
with a reception in honor
of the students whose work
is in the show from 4 to 6
p.m. today (Thursday). The
students are: Laura Ammon,
Briana Contardo, Danielle
DeKruif, William Delaney,
Kayse Gannon, Jenna Hagen,
Jescia Hoffman, Matthew
Johnson, Daisuke Kameyama,
Jonathan Lambert, Nichole
Larson, Kevin Lee, Sarah
Mathias, Ben Nelson, Tiffany
Nordick,
Christopher
Oestreicher, Stephanie Sequin,
Eric
Syvertson, Sharon
Thomas, Kristina Vigesaa
and Stephanie Skeen. Work
includes painting, ceramics, drawing, graphic design,
printmaking and mixed
media. Light refreshments
will be served. This event is
free and open to the public.

Non-teaching
majors workshop

Non-teaching majors in
need of a resume should plan
to attend the workshop from
4 to 5:30 p.m. on Tuesday in
CMU 208. Contact career services with any questions in
CMU 114 or at 477-2131.

Bring concerns
to parking hearing

The parking open hearing
is scheduled from 11 a.m. to
3 p.m. today (Thursday) in
CMU 218. Comments and
concerns will be addressed at
the hearing.

Thursday, April 17, 2008
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Exit loans, enter life without the headache

Financial aid office offers in-person exit counseling through April 30

getting into trouble with
repayment and affecting their
Copy Editor
credit scores.
When Erik Block graduated
“All of these loans are reportfrom MSUM in 2002 with a
ed to credit bureaus. Credit
degree in English and mass
history is so critical for people
communications, he took out
now—employers are looking
the maximum amount of fedat it, insurers are looking at it,
eral student loans he could
even to get an apartment, they
as well as loans
may look at it,”
I didn’t know what
through a prikind of loans I had. I she said.
vate lender.
didn’t look into what
The financial
Like
most
consolidating was all
aid office sent
college graduabout.
graduating stuates, he found
dents informaEric Block
the continuous
tional
packets
MFA student
cycle of letters
regarding
exit
about consolicounseling this week.
dating his student loans conBlock, who is graduating
fusing.
with his Master of Fine Arts
“I got all those things in the
in creative writing in May, is
mail about consolidating, but I
again facing exit counseling.
didn’t know if I trusted those
He took more student loans
companies,” he said.
Block chose not to consolidate his loans. When the
loans entered repayment, he
was paying two separate bills,
leaving him wondering if he’d
made a mistake.
Another thing Block chose
not to do is complete the exit
counseling required for all
graduates who took out federal student loans.
“It was pretty much laziness
on my part,” he said. “I didn’t
know what kind of loans I
had. I didn’t look into what
consolidating was all about.”
Even though there is no official penalty for not completing
the exit counseling, assistant
director of financial aid Linda
Tegtmeier said there are disadvantages.
“The penalty is more of a
personal nature in that you
miss out on an opportunity to
get information that may be
very useful to you as you enter
repayment on your loans,” she
said.
MSUM’s financial aid office
is offering in-person exit
counseling sessions through
April 30. An online counseling
session is also available but
doesn’t cover loan consolidation.
“The online exit counseling
provides a lot of good information, but it can be limiting,”
Tegtmeier said. “Sometimes if
you have a transfer situation
or you were out of school for
a while and came back, it isn’t
so clear cut. Everybody’s situation is a little bit different.”
Tegtmeier suggests the inperson counseling sessions for
those students unsure about
consolidation and repayment
options.
“I bill the in-person sessions
as exit counseling and consolidation sessions because there
are so many different things
that go into whether or not to
consolidate,” she said.
Tegtmeier also sees the sessions as a preventative measure to keep students from
By HEIDI SHAFFER

“

out to complete the program and plans to attend
an in-person exit counseling session to find out
about consolidation.
“That’s something I
should probably do this
time,” he said.
The sessions will last
about 30 minutes in Owens
conference room 207, after
which Tegtmeier will take
individual questions. For a
complete list of the session
dates, visit www.mnstate.
edu/finaid/.
Heidi Shaffer / The Advocate

Assistant director of financial aid, Linda Tegtmeier explains the importance of
going through the exit loan counseling in order to avoid future headaches and
credit problems.
Shaffer can be reached
at shaffehe@mnstate.edu.

April 17-18, 2008
in the CMU
Sembrando Sueños: Honoring Latinos by Embracing
the Past, Celebrating the Present, and Inspiring the Future
MSUM Students, Faculty, & Staff Attend FREE
For a description of sessions, visit www.mnstate.edu/cultural

218.477.2674

Congratulations, 2008 Dragon Graduates!

Now, just sit back and let Dave’s do the cooking for you. College graduates will receive
a FREE meal up to $14.99 with parties of 8 or more on graduation night. Have a
famous get-together planned? Let us do the work for you and cater your big occasion!

CALL US TODAY! 701-212-8900
www.famousdaves.com

Some exclusions may apply.
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Workers vote

Sodexho employees share concerns
By PETE KLECKNER
Staff Writer

jon lambert / advocate photo editor

Second year Sodexho cook Dannie Weekly serves up grilled
cheese sandwhiches in Kise during a dinner service on Tuesday.
In a recent 13-9 vote, it was decided that Sodexho employees
would not unionize through the Sheet Metal Workers Union.

Three weeks ago, the
National Relations Labor
Board was on campus conducting a survey for the employees
of Sodexho to vote on union
representation by the Sheet
Metal Workers Union.
Disgruntled supervisors
contacted the union about
possible representation in
February, which led to the
vote. The measure was defeated 13-9.
Employees met with representatives from the Sheet Metal
Workers Union to discuss the
procedure and to determine if
voting to unionize would be
beneficial.
“Kitchen workers receive
the worst treatment in the
country and quality people
deserve to be treated with
respect,” said Gary Struss,
union recruiter, referring to

Sodexho’s employees.
area.”
At the present time, the
Employee concerns were
food service workers at Kise regarding fair pay, benefits,
are the only group on campus pensions, health insurance,
that is not represented by a communication and working
union.
conditions.
The general manager of
One employee who preSodexho, Aaron Wise, said ferred to remain anonymous
he started in
said, “Nothing
They enjoy their
the food service
was ready to
work and a higher
quality should help be used the day
business while
everyone; the need we opened for
in college more
to be told how
than 10 years ago
the students
important they are, as they
and has stayed
this past fall,
serve a vital role to the
in it, working for
the construcuniversity community.
both union and
tion
wasn’t
non-union comcompleted and
Marybeth Juetten
AFSCME organizer
panies, starting
the dishwasher
as a dishwasher.
which initially
“We were in the process of arrived was too big and had
wage analysis before receiving to be rebuilt for the room that
the National Labor Relations it’s in.”
Board (NLRB) notification
Another employee said
of the employees’ desire for that breaks are few and far
union representation,” he said. between. Ten hours of stand“I’m surprised how low the ing each day is a long time,
salaries of food workers are which makes for a difficult
here in the Fargo-Moorhead shift.
“There are some employees
that don’t have experience in
food service and, shortly after
being hired, become supervisors,” said another employee.
“When (the university) is
negotiating the food service
contract, kitchen workers are
left out on planning,” said
Marybeth Juetten, organizer
for AFSCME Local 5, a union
in the Twin Cities.
“The workers are at MSUM
for many reasons,” Juetten
said. “They enjoy their work
and a higher quality should
help everyone; the need to be
told how important they are,
as they serve a vital role to the
university community, not to
mention that they live here,
too. Students deal with union
people everywhere on campus—from professors to the
office workers in financial aid;
they all build healthy relationships to obtain a university
degree.”
“Full-time
employees
should be able to bring a living wage home and being able
to unionize gives a voice to the
workers, instead of fear and
intimidation,” Juetten said of
the $9 an hour wages employees make.
One of the issues Sodexho
employees have a problem
with management is regarding the open door policy.
“Perhaps it’s a lack of communication and (their) comprehension in what they perceive,” Wise said. “Respect
and fair treatment is a company policy and if it’s not
accomplished, they are given
the names as to whom to contact. I think the staff working
here is great and even though
there are some struggles, it
still continues to be a good
place to work.”

“

Kleckner can be reached
at klecknpe@mnstate.edu.
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elections, from front

Off-campus senator and
election chair Maria Camargo
said she encourages students
to vote because the senate is
the voice of the students to the
administration.
“It is important for students
to vote so that they can get
involved with some important issues that will be voted
on in the referendums,” she
said. “Also, the elections will
be deciding president, vice
president and other senate
positions. These people vote
on important issues and make
important decisions. They are
the voice of the student body,
and it is important that students vote so their voices can
be heard.”
Student Senate president

News
Jered Weber agreed with
Camargo that students should
vote.
“Students should vote
because student senators and
officers are direct student representatives, so by voting you
make sure that those that represent you actually do represent you,” Weber said.
There will be specified computers set up in the CMU
where students will be able
to vote.
However, students are
encouraged to vote from
anywhere they have Internet
access. Additionally, there will
be free ice cream in the CMU
as an extra incentive to vote.
The whole voting process
should take a couple of min-

utes and is easy.
identifying ‘at risk’ students,
The candidates for the pres- including those whose G.P.A.
idential position, student sen- falls within the first six weeks
ate vice president Laura Zeiher of coming to school.”
and academic senator Anthony
She also believes she is the
Elsperger both
best person for
have
experithe
position
Basically, I want
ence on the
because
she has
students to have
student senate
their voices heard. experience.
and would like
“I believe I
I have great ideas
on how to
to serve their
have built relacampus further better the advising program
tionships with
by holding the and improve retention rates.
the faculty and
office of presistudent body,”
Laura Zeiher
dent.
she said. “It
Student Senate VP
“Basically, I
has enabled me
want students
to do my curto have their voices heard,” rent position well and would
Zeiher said. “I have great ideas enable me to perform well
on how to better the advising as the president. This experiprogram and improve reten- ence has been crucial. I feel
tion rates. This includes better [Elsperger] lacks this kind of

“
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experience.”
Elsperger has been an academic senator for nearly a
year and enjoys helping out
with student senate. At press
time, he could not be reached
for comment on his stances
and platform.
Running for vice president
are Dane Jensen and Chris
Mickelson.
The elections will be held
online April 23 all day and
April 24 till 3:30 p.m. The current senators and executives
encourage all students to vote
so their voices can be heard.
For more information, visit
www.mnstate.edu/stusen/.
Stulken can be reached
at stulkedi@mnstate.edu.

Student Senate Summary: April 10
•Student Senate held a
video conference with representatives from MnSCU about
diversity programs and affirmative action on Minnesota
State campuses. Various questions were answered, including why student employees
are not covered by the affirmative action policies.

•A box lunch with of
Moorhead mayor Voxland
will be happening on April
29 from noon to 1:00 p.m. in
the CMU. If you would like
to be registered so your lunch
can be ordered, please contact
them. You can visit CMU 116B
or call us at 477-2150.

•Senator Ashley Griffin was
removed from student senate.
The senator had been absent
from too many meetings and
was up for removal.
•Student senate elections
are coming up on April 24 and
25. Positions being voted on
are executive positions (president, vice president, and trea-

surer), as well as academic
seats for senators. Voting will
take place online during those
dates.
An open forum with the
candidates will be taking place
today in the CMU.
•Any students or faculty
with questions or concerns
can contact student senate, or

can send an e-mail to campus
affairs chair Kara Brungardt at
brungaka@mnstate.edu.

For more information, call the
student senate office at 477-2150.

Opinion
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wh
board
Advocate
editorial
Liz Johanson
Assistant Editor

Ben Sailer
Opinion Editor

Upcoming
senate elections
important to
student rights

We’ve all heard, time and time again, about the importance of voting. Even though the future of MSUM
isn’t on as grand a scale as the future of the United
States, new leadership is still going to affect the way
we, as students, go about our everyday lives.

Illustration by Christopher Fried / The Advocate

Alyssa Schafer
Editor

Despite the fact that only a handful of students had
the chance to help decide who is going to run the university starting in July, student leadership is still very
much the students’ decision.
Student senate elections are being made as easy as
possible. Not only will there be special computers
set up in the CMU for voting (even though the voting process is available on the Internet), but there will
also be free ice cream for those that stop by the booth.
When we have to bribe our students with ice cream to
get them involved in student government, we might
need to take a moment to remember why we have a
student senate in the first place: Without it we would
have no student representation in the way our university is run. Yes, that’s right, “StuSen,” protects all of
us from the administration.
It’s not, of course, that the administration is trying to
do us harm, but it is administration’s job to keep the
university running—in other words, to make money.
Unfortunately, colleges and universities are businesses. Their products? College degrees.
One of the easiest ways to make money is to raise
tuition and fees and cut activities and events, none of
which positively affects students.
The administration has the power to do whatever they
want within reason, and student senate is there to
protect students. With that in mind, it’s a good idea to
elect strong leaders into the student senate—leaders
who not only have a commitment to continuing the
student senate but also to leading MSUM’s students
in the right direction.
Shouldn’t you take a moment to consider who you
will cast your vote for? Take those short seconds to
vote online April 23-24: www.mnstate.edu/stusen/
The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not
necessarily those of the college administration,
faculty or student body. The Advocate encourages
Letters to the Editor and Your Turn submissions.
They should be typed and must include the writer’s
name, signature, address, phone number, year in
school or occupation and any affiliations. Letters are
due by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Letters to the Editor

‘Abortion is shocking’

Collegians for Life bring GAP to MSUM
MSUM Collegians for Life
would like to thank all the
people instrumental to bringing the Genocide Awareness
Project display to campus this
week.
We know these pictures
have saved innocent unborn
lives in the past, and we are
thankful to have had this display brought to MSUM.
We are well aware that many
people found these pictures
upsetting. If you have not
already done so, please ask
yourself why these pictures
disturbed you. These pictures

are shocking because abortion
is shocking. Abortion is an act
of violence that kills a baby
and shatters women and families. We want to prevent more
women and men from experiencing this terrible tragedy.
The display compares abortion to other forms of genocide because the parallels are
undeniable. Just as Jews and
African Americans were inconvenient or thought of as subhuman in other time periods,
unborn babies are destroyed
for the same reasons today.
GAP does not make these

comparisons to minimize the
horror of the Holocaust, black
hatred or other forms of genocide. On the contrary, we see
any violence against human
beings to be degrading, and
that includes abortion.
These pictures are not
meant to condemn those who
have been victims of abortion: mother, father or child.
Instead, we extend our compassion and a loving hand to
these people.

to Abortion, page 14

Abortion display offends
GAP display exploits genocide victims
Racism is a peculiar thing. I
grew up thinking it was about
men in white hoods who
burned crosses in the dark of
night.
Eventually, I came to see
how it was also a part of me.
Not just in regard to what
I think and do, but often in
what I don’t have to be concerned about.
White privilege allows those
of us who are white to absolve
ourselves of “the sins of our
forefathers.” Slavery, lynchings, genocide of American

Indians, the Holocaust, internment of Japanese Americans,
etc., are marks on history
but not something for which
we feel personally responsible. And the victims of these
atrocities are not people to
whom we feel closely connected because, after all, they
are not our people, not our
grandparents, ancestors and
loved ones.
We heard recently about
incidents at UND and NDSU
where students have exploited images of people of color.

The reasons given in each case
have been that the students
didn’t mean to offend and
didn’t realize that their actions
would be hurtful to people of
color.
Now, another group of students, MSUM and NDSU’s
Collegians for Life student
organizations, has chosen to
invite to our campuses the
so-called Genocide Awareness
Project.

to Exploits, Page 14
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Long-time columnist offers final random thoughts
As the year draws to a close, it’s time to bid farewell to graduating staff
Well friends, the sad day
has come when I must bid you
farewell. Over the last two
years, I have enjoyed writing
columns full of fun, sarcasm
and even the occasional tip or
two. However, now that I will
be student-teaching in the fall,
it would seem that my column
writing days are over, and I
must go.
I would like to leave you
with a few random observations.
The other day I was driving down Ninth Avenue South
in Moorhead, following an
MSUM van. We were stopped

at an intersection, and I had
the pleasure of
observing
the
driver throw his
cigarette butt out
the window. Yes,
the smoke-free
policy is working wonders for us.
Also, I love northern
Minnesotans. Once the weather clears up and the temperature rises over 40 degrees, we
are out in our shorts and flip
flops. Now, I’m naturally a
little bit cold all the time, so
this is not a common prac-

tice for me. However, I do
enjoy watching my friends
and neighbors wearing their
tank tops and Bermuda shorts
in 45-degree weather and a
20 mph wind. They might be
a little chilly, but they will be
damned if they’ll admit it.
Another thing: last week,
my friends and I were discuss-

ing alcohol and who we see at
different establishments that
serve it. We got to talking and
wondered aloud what type of
drinks each of our professors
preferred.
We began talking about it
again one day before class, and
the professor actually walked
in to hear our discussion, and
volunteered the information
about what her drink of choice
was without any hesitancy.
This is another reason I enjoy
MSUM: the professors will tell
you things if you ask. As long
as it’s not too personal, they
are willing to let you know

things about them.
In my closing remarks of
my very last column (probably
my last column ever because
who else would ever let me
blather on about my random
thoughts?), I must say this
to all of you who have read
my work through the years
(including Dr. Dieter Berninger
and Dr. Hazel Retzlaff): Thank
you for your reading eye. I
hope you have gotten as much
enjoyment out of reading this
as I had writing it.
Did you enjoy reading?
E-mail Kveno
at kvenosa@mnstate.edu.

Affirmations

Illustrations by John Berdahl / The Advocate

When falling on hard
times, think positively

Don’t support puppy mills
There is one person in
America that has the ability
to reach millions. When she
recommends a new book or
advises on an emerging social
issue, people flock to follow
what she says. She probably
has more influence than the
president.
This person is Oprah
Winfrey.
Bill Smith of Main Line
Animal Rescue knew she was
the one to go to. He posted a billboard on a Chicago
expressway billboard that read
“Oprah: Do a show on puppy
mills. The dogs need you.”
Last week she did. As a fellow animal lover, I felt like it
was about time she did a show

on animals and the abuse that
they face that many people are
unaware of.
Puppy mills treat dogs
like they are goods, not living
beings that are worthy of love.
Dogs there are faced with
inbreeding, minimal or no vet
care and overcrowded cages.
Many of the mothers are constantly pregnant, pumping out
pups with no time to recover.
Their nipples are sore and bellies hang. The males circulate and mate with as many

females as the mill owner
wants. Chains dig into their
necks and many have never
set foot on solid ground.
Ninety-nine percent of
commercial pet stores get
their dogs from puppy mills.
Reputable breeders don’t supply pet stores.
By buying a cute pup at a
pet store, this terrible practice
is supported. When considering buying an animal, please
adopt from a no-kill shelter
or do research on where the
animal is coming from.
The dogs do need us.
Outraged by puppy mills?
E-mail Huggett
at huggetam@mnstate.edu.

On my way to an interview this weekend, I chanted a success
mantra from the First Avenue bridge to Broadway. “I am successful. I am confident. I am a great candidate for this position.”
I knew in the back of my mind I should feel goofy about it, but
I just didn’t have the time.
I’d agreed to the interview 24 hours prior and spent all those
hours trying to determine and articulate (to myself) exactly why
I deserved the job and the pay I wanted. I have my reasons, but
as I approached the business, they began to leak out my ears
and escape through my car windows. In the face of impending
panic, I started chanting affirmations.
Positive affirmation is something I learned from an experienced and insightful counselor. Affirmations are a way of silencing the committee in one’s brain. You know, that panel of anal
retentive, sour-lipped cynicals who denounce your happy ideas
and intentions? They’re liars, they just don’t know it.
Positive affirmations speak the truth of what you may
become, if you set your mind to it. “I am happy. I am grateful. I
am a good person. I deserve a good life.”
I’ve used affirmations in my worst times. Times when the
world has gone gray and I don’t like myself anymore. They
sound ridiculous to unwilling ears, even childish. But affirmations step in to straighten up the clutter in my mind and set
me back on track to the things I believe in, and actually do
deserve.
We all have times of anger, sadness or anxiety. Write your
worst thoughts down. Then write the complete opposite. “I’m
ugly” becomes “I am beautiful.” Throw away the negative stuff
and tell yourself the positive. Teach your mind to think right
and then become what your mind believes.
Thinking positively?
E-mail Musselman at annamusselman@hotmail.com.
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From ancient times to Hannaher Studio
Plains Art Museum, MSUM students perfect the art of printmaking
By GWENDOLYN WILLIAMS
Staff Writer

With
influences
like
Rembrandt, Picasso and Andy
Warhol, MSUM art students
spend many hours a week
perfecting the art of printmaking.
This project is created to
show the public how printmaking is still evolving, even
through the minds and talents
of MSUM art students.
Through a cooperative
arrangement with the Plains
Art Museum, students demonstrate their craft from 1 to 5
p.m. Fridays in the Hannaher
Print Studio on the third floor
of Plains. Next fall, they’ll
launch a full-time endeavor.
With the help of professor
John Volk, these works are created by hand, which express
the individual artistic skills
and practices of the printer.
“I don’t think most people
today understand what fine
art printing is,” said Volk, who
heads MSUM’s growing printmaking program.
Printmaking is accomplished through many forms
of art: intaglio, lithography,
serigraphy, etching, woodcuts
and photogravure.
The first printmakers might
have been prehistoric cave
dwellers, Volk said, who
dipped a hand in the blood of
a kill, then pressed it on stones,
bones or cave walls, creating
decorative impressions.
Yet, most elementary school
students learn the basics when
they cut a design in a split
potato, press it in ink, then
stamp it on paper.
While working for 30 to 40
hours a week, senior art major
Katy Matich uses her passion
and dream for the art of printmaking as she works as a stu-

dio assistant with Volk at the
Hannaher studio.
She finds printmaking not
only takes creativity, but also
focus and concentration on
the piece one is working on.
“Once it becomes second
nature, it’s really a meditative
process and because of the
repetition and nature of the
process, I am able to just think
about anything, like how am
I going to work on my next
plate,” Matich said.
With the flexibility to work
on projects, as well as time
to put into them, Matich said
she not only manages to communicate with the other students in the studio, but finds
those tiny frustrations that just
make the job a little harder in
the process.
“There are many making
sure your plate is okay, sometimes you will have to proof
it or start all over, weather
is a big factor; I am ready to
print and then all of a sudden the room is too dry, or
it’s too moist,” Matich said.
“Depending on the weather,
(it) will affect how you print.
There are also so many different time variables that can set
you back and so it’s hard to
plan your printing schedule.”
A simple plate of copper,
the image has little reservoirs
that the ink will soak into. The
plates are placed on a dampened sheet of paper so when
the piece is sent to press, it
will soak up the ink on to the
paper, and then pressed onto
the sheet of paper to re-create
the design.
All aspects of the design are
thought of after the process is
finished, such as ink viscosity
and the intensity of the color.
While working hard, Matich
said there is only one thing
throughout the printmaking

Now Open At
Dilworth Wal-Mart
Serving Breakfast Daily
At All Locations
7 - 11 am

Glenn Tornell / special to the advocate

Senior Katy Matich works on a print at the Plains Art Museum’s Hannaher Studio.

process that helps keep the
stress level down during the
day.
“Every printmaker has
their daily battle and I have
my ‘lucky shoes’ I print with
because we’re kind of superstitious and we have that routine and it’s hard to keep the
stress level low,” Matich said.
Despite those frustrations
and stress, the rewarding part
of the whole process is leading
her to take her work further in
life for all to see.
Upon graduating in May,
Matich will attend graduate
school at the University of
Arts in Philadelphia, working on book making, book
binding and experimenting
in contemporary printmaking
processes.
“There is a lot of things I am

interested in doing, either from
being a book binder or working in conservation, restoring
manuscripts, or working in
a press or production workshop,” Matich said.
Today the number of MSUM
printmaking students has
more than doubled and the
relationship with the Plains
Art Museum has given it
some extra cache.
As part of this new collaboration, the Plains started an
internship program, which
pays an MSUM student to be
Volk’s assistant in the print
studio.
When it opens full time this
fall, the timing couldn’t be
better, Volk said.
In October, Fargo will host
Mid America Print Council’s
annual convention, bringing

some of the best printers in the
world to town.
It will also take place the
same week as the annual art
crawl.
By then, advanced MSUM
printmaking students will
work on their class and private
projects during opening hours
at the Plains, surrounded by
the museum’s rich collection
of fine art prints.
Stop by and ask some questions, Volk said.
“Engaging the public is also
part of their education,” Volk
said.

Williams can be reached
at williams.gwendolyn@live.com.
Kellie Meehlhause and Glenn
Tornell contributed to this article.
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Review

“The Ruins” excavates horror from the ashes
a secluded, off-the-map dig
site.
Staff Writer
Feeling up for adventure,
It has become apparent the four agree, and the plot
throughout the last few years advances.
that horror movies are no lonThe usual horror clichés
ger a medium through which a are present as they get nearer
film can make an honest effort to the ruins (fearful townsto scare an audience while folk, ominous signs and dark
retaining some semblance of music), but they reach their
plot.
destination unscathed. No
These thinly structured sooner do they set foot on the
money makers seem to be ruins (or on something close
popular, with audiences dig- to the ruins), locals force them
ging into anything that prom- onto the ruins, not letting
ises screams.
them leave,
Sure, the film sufLast
week’s
even killing
fers some of the
“Prom Night” is
their guide.
normal pitfalls of
one of those films:
Tr a p p e d
horror films, but
a bloodless, scareon the top
this one succeeds
less flick with no because of its lack of reliance of a temple,
real merit.
the tourists
on gore as a scare tool.”
This is why
must stave
another option seemed to be off starvation and find a way
the right choice. This is where to get off the temple.
“The Ruins” comes into play.
As if this weren’t enough,
A relatively ‘under-the-radar’ they also face a threat that
picture, “The Ruins” offers the reveals itself more the longer
viewers a little bit more for they stay there.
their money.
What really works about the
Set on the Yucatan peninsu- ‘monster’ (if you want to call
la in Mexico, the film follows it that) is that it is not treated
four touring American stu- as a monster, but more of an
dents (Jena Malone, Jonathan additional menace. Only in
Tucker, Shawn Ashmore and this case, additional menace
Laura Ramsey) who are invit- means something that squirms
ed by a friendly Norwegian, inside your flesh in the most
Mathias (Joe Anderson), to slow, agonizing way possible.
By MAX HEESCH

“

The redeeming quality of
this film is that it is actually
based on a solid horror novel.
Better yet is that the novelist, Scott Smith, penned the
screenplay as well.
On the other hand, the stars
of the film aren’t particularly
memorable.
Jena Malone’s smart girl
character is pretty much by
the book, and she doesn’t do
much with it. Laura Ramsey,
however, does a great job with
her terrified and increasingly
paranoid character, evoking
realistic reactions to her persona in the film.
Sure, the film suffers some
of the normal pitfalls of horror
films, but this one succeeds
because of its lack of reliance
on gore as a scare tool and
more of something that can
add to the already mounting
shock and suspense.
If more films would amp
up the suspense and lessen
the gore for the sake of gore,
as “The Ruins” do, we could
see a re-emergence of true horror films, and not the other
money wasters that keep coming out.
photos by Tarver mathison / the advocate

Heesch can be reached
at maxheesch@hotmail.com.

In “The Ruins,” Jeff (Jonathan Tucker) and Amy (Jena Malone)
struggle to survive when they are held captive at a mysterious and
deadly ruins.
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“What if we are simply vehicles for passing along something inherent in life
and that is universal across cultures?”
Jim Moore, award-winning poet

Poet’s advice to write at dusk
Hamline professor Jim Moore ends year for McGrath Series
Advocate staff reports
Award-winning poet Jim
Moore spoke Tuesday in the
CMU. His goal was to magnify the art of writing.
Moore said his 4 p.m. talk
was titled “Where Daylight
Ends, Craft Begins: Let Evening
Come,” and he spoke on a
state of writing he described
as almost between sleep and
wakefulness.
He also gave an 8 p.m. reading.

which all are included. Form
and craft merely convey the
content for something larger.

Craft in reverie

A time to write

Moore asked the 40 or so
attendees, most of them students, to close their eyes for a
few minutes before he began
reading.
Most of the poems he read
were by others, but all were
about dusk, evening and the
closing of the day.
“Dawn and dusk are the
times of shapeshifting, letting go,” Moore said, adding
that during those times, who
knows what will come.
“And it’s the ‘who knows

jon lambert / Advocate photo editor

Jim Moore, whose poetry has garnered two Minnesota Book
Awards, speaks Tuesday in the CMU.

what’s to come’ that’s crucial,”
he said.
The sectioned-off Ballroom
from which he spoke was dim,
like dusk.

Mystery of poetry

Moore said poets often
believe they need to come
up with an idea before they
write.

That may be a mistake, he
said. Poems also start in the
world around us, the world
itself.
“What if we are simply vehicles for passing along something inherent in life and that
is universal across cultures?”
he asked.
To write, Moore said, one
must arrive at a mystery in

His advice for aspiring
poets: “Spend at least five
dusks per week at your window watching how the light
goes ... listening,” he said.
To be a poet, one must
develop a sense of patience,
he said, and learn how to put
oneself in a receptive mode,
whether through meditation
or jogging.
“What I’m talking about is
essentially waiting,” Moore
said. “Except you don’t know
what you’re waiting for.”
It is a state of being relaxed
and focused at the same time,
he said. A state of flow.
“Writing is something we
do in reverie,” he said.

River of writing

Moore sees writing as a
river.
A lone writer jumps in and
contributes all she or he can,

Moore’s tip for beginning
When Jim Moore spoke Tuesday
in the CMU, he said one way to
write a poem is to, at dusk, put an
ordinary object on a window ledge
and “just look at it.” Do so for a halfhour, and don’t think about writing
a poem. And at the end of the halfhour—once dark has come—write,
and see what happens.

he said, and then leaves. But
the river keeps going.

Prominent name

English professor Thom
Tammaro introduced Moore,
who grew up in Decatur, Ill.
Moore said it was a town
not unlike Moorhead—very
Midwest.
Still, Tammaro said Moore
has lived much of his life in
Minnesota.
Jim’s name will be prominent in that history of writers
of this state, Tammaro said.

Grandma knows best

Tammaro also spoke of how
Moore got into writing—with
inspiration from his grandma.
In the early 1950s, when his
grandma was 60 and Moore
was about 10, his grandmother, Madeline Babcock Smith,
decided to write a novel. She
had never written before.
For months, she wrote.
Moore barely saw her.
She finished the novel,
about small-town American
life circa 1900.
The book, “The Lemon Jelly
Cake,” would later make The
New York Times’ best-seller
list.
That grandmotherly inspiration, along with his discovery
as a junior in college, a book
of Kenneth Rexroth poems,
hooked Moore was hooked
by.

’Till next year

Moore’s visit capped the
22nd year of the Tom McGrath
Visiting Writer’s Series, named
after a late campus professor who won awards for his
poems.
Pulizter Prize nominee
Marya Hornbacher, author
of “Wasted: A Memoir of
Anorexia and Bulimia,” visited campus in November as
part of the series.
Moore’s collections of poetry include Minnesota Book
Award winners “The Long
Experience of Love” and “The
Freedom of History.”
Moore teaches in the
MFA program at Hamline
University in St. Paul.
Contact us
at advocate@mnstate.edu
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rocket, from front

News
Findings from that rocket’s
measurements will be presented in another competition
where the top three placers
will be awarded funding from
NASA for further testing.
About 30 people including students, staff and rocket
enthusiasts made the drive
out to watch the launches.
“We brought a few smaller
rockets to test out before the
larger rocket so we would
know what to expect,” said
Kevin Rezac, rocket hobbyist.
“They each flew several thousand feet high.”
“Our goal was to get people,
particularly students, experimenting,” Winkler said. “We
just wanted to have fun with
the rockets.”
They did have fun. The
conditions were ideal and
the launches were a success
overall besides a parachute
that failed to deploy properly,

sending the final rocket to the
dirt with a thud.
“Although the launches
weren’t perfect, they went
well,” said freshman Steve
Ruckdashel, who acted as the
student leader for the project.
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“We’ll talk about it in class
and get ready for our next
launch.”

Keller can be reached
at kellerma@mnstate.edu.
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Dragons turning season around
TENNIS

By LUKE HAGEN
Sports Editor

After a rough start, the
Dragon tennis team may be
turning its season around.
The team won only two of its
first 14 matches, but after a
recent weekend sweep of two
NSIC opponents, the Dragons
may be feeling better about
the NSIC Championships this
weekend.
MSUM hosted Bemidji State
on Saturday and defeated the
Beavers 6-3. Losses came from
sophomore Ashley Taborsky
at No. 1 singles, senior Maria
Cederberg at No. 4 singles and
No. 3 doubles. Senior Claudia
Irina, juniors Laura Benz and
Alyssa Schafer and freshman
Lexie Moon all won their
matches. The two teams previously matched up on March
30 with the Dragons losing
8-1.
“Being on our home courts
helped,” head coach Gary
Harris said. “We played really
intense, too. That was key.”
On Sunday the teams traveled to Aberdeen, S.D. The
Dragons defeated Northern
State University 8-1. The only
Dragon to lose her match was
junior Laura Benz.
“It was a good match,”
Harris said. “She got into a
tie-breaker and just couldn’t
win it.”
On Tuesday, the team finished its regular season against
Concordia. MSUM lost 7-2,
including all three doubles

Kayla Wittaker / the advocate

Senior captain Maria Cederberg went 1-1 over the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Confernece matches last weekend. The Dragons finishes
its season this weekend at the NSIC Championships.

matches. The Dragons opened
its season against the Cobbers
and was defeated 6-3.
“It is just a terrible day to
play tennis,” Harris said during the match. “The wind is
blowing things all over the
place.”
Tuesday was the first day

junior Ellie Matheson, who
plays No. 2 singles, returned
from injury, but she had to
forfeit in the second set due to
a shoulder injury.
This weekend MSUM travels to Minneapolis for the
NSIC Championships. The
last two seasons, the Dragons

placed second in the six-team
field. Harris said he always
hopes for the team to play its
best tennis come tournament
time.
“We’re playing well now,”
Harris said. “There are some
strong teams in the conference, but I do expect (that we

will) play well.”
Harris said he feels the most
important aspect of winning
this weekend will be keeping the high intensity during
match play.
Hagen can be reached
at luke_hagen@hotmail.com.

Cederberg leads team
By TIM STULKEN
Staff Writer

Cederberg

Senior captain
Maria Cederberg
hopes to end her
MSUM career
successfully
at the NSIC
Championship
tournament this

weekend.
“I hope to do well this
conference championship,”
she said. “I’ve gotten AllConference the past few years
and hope to do the same this
year. As a team, I would like to
place first. We’ve taken second
the past two years. This past
year has been a little frustrating for me, but I’m playing
really well now and I feel I
am in a good position for the
conference weekend.”
Head coach Gary Harris
said he has similar hopes for
the team and Cederberg.
“[Cederberg] should do
fine,” he said. “She is in the
first doubles spot, which is
very tough, but she will be
fine. As a team, we hope at
least to be in the top four. If we
play well, we should be able
to place second.”

Harris adds that Cederberg and was a three-time All-Rum
has been a great team player River Conference pick.
and a great leader in the past
Cederberg, a community
several years.
health major, plans on attend“She has provided leader- ing nursing school after gradship this year through her uation.
always pleasant personality
“I’m not sure where I will
and work ethic,” he said. “She go yet, but I would really like
always has a positive influ- to serve in some third world
ence and a great attitude.”
nation after nursing school,”
Cederberg enjoyed provid- she said. “That has always
ing leadership through her been a dream of mine. I would
position as captain this year.
love to help out in a develop“I like being captain,” she ing nation and use my degree
said. “It’s always nice to be a to better their country.”
leader. I like to be able to set
Achieving first place in
an example for the rest of the number three doubles, attainteam.”
ing NSIC All-Conference honCederberg started playing ors two years in a row and,
tennis in fifth
as a three year
grade and has
letter winner,
It’s always nice
come to love the
to be a leader. I Cederberg has
sport.
like to be able to stood out as an
“We were playset an example influential part
for the rest of the of the Dragons
ing badminton
team.
in gym class and
tennis team and
my gym teacher,
continues to do
Maria Cederberg
who was also the
so.
Senior captain
tennis coach, said
“I love to play
that I was really
tennis and to be
good and that I should come able to work out and have fun
out for tennis,” she said. “So with all the great people that
I did, and it was a blast to get make up the team,” Cederberg
involved that way.”
said.
Cederberg went on to
Stulken can be reached
Princeton (Minn.) High School
at stulketi@mnstate.edu.
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Weather keeps team off balance
Snow storms force Dragons to practice inside Nemzek
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Notes from nemzek

Eckhoff, Vanwechel
are Athletes
of the Week

Junior Kyle Eckhoff placed
third in the 1,500 meters at the
Bison Open on Sunday and
freshman Anna VanWechel
placed second in the 3,000
meters at the Bison Open on
Sunday.

Dragon Fire Walk
set for April 19

Darel Paulson / special to the advocate

Freshman left fielder Mara Litzer and the Dragons split two games on Tuesday. The team won its first
game 8-0, but lost its second 7-6.
By RYAN STIEG
Staff Writer

It seems like every week
the Dragon softball team gets
excited to practice outside for
the first time, only to have
snow dumped on them before
they do so.
This was the case last weekend when the women finally
made it out on the diamond,
only to watch their conference
tournament get canceled due
to bad weather.
“It has been frustrating
not practicing outside,” head
coach Kristin Boyes said.
“We’re just trying to get in as
much time on the dirt as we
can.”
The team’s season has been
as up and down as the weather so far. The Dragons were
picked to finish in the middle
of the pack this season, and
although they’ve played well,
they’ve been unable to get the
wins that they need to keep
pace.
Two weeks ago, MSUM
played at the NSIC crossover
in Nebraska and they left disappointed. The team lost to
Winona State in 11 innings,
lost by one run twice, and
were only able to get one win
out of five games.
Despite the losses, Boyes is
pleased with her team’s performance.
“We played better than we
have been,” she said. “We just
didn’t execute, and we chased
some bad pitches. We lost
to the defending co-champs
(Southwest Minnesota State).”
In the extra-inning loss to
Winona State, senior pitcher
Julie Vancura had 17 strikouts.
“That’s the best game I’ve
ever seen her play,” Boyes said.
The team got back on
track with two wins against
Minnesota-Crookston. The
Golden Eagles didn’t make it
easy for the Dragons.
“We were a little beat up that
day,” Boyes said. “Crookston
gave us everything and hit our

pitchers well, which isn’t easy
to do.”
The Dragons are eager to
take the field in front of the
hometown crowd after being
on the road.
“I think overall we are doing
OK,” Boyes said. I expected us
to be a little better off, but we
got a lot better this past week.
We’ve looked very promising
in conference play.”

The Dragons split a double header with University of
Mary on Tuesday.
The Dragons won 8-0 in the
first game, but lost 7-6 in the
second.
The NSIC Crossover turnament will be held this weekend in Bismarck.
Stieg can be reached
at steigry@mnstate.edu.

The third annual Dragon
Fire Walk has been titled “A
Walk for Celebration.”
The event started in 2006
and helped provide $200,000
in scholarships to Dragon athletes each year.
Alumni are invited back to
play in alumni games. Runs
will be held on the morning
of the Dragon Fire Walk for
Athletics, and a kick-off dinner and social are hosted the
night before the walk to start
the festivities.

Golfers head
to NSIC
Championships
this weekend

The Dragons will continue
the second half of their season
this weekend at Fox Run golf
course in Yankton, S.D.
The team will have two
more events before the NCAA
II North Central Regional
at Kingswalk golf course in
Grand Forks, N.D.

Intramurals start
spring session No. 2

The intramural office has
announced the Thursday
tournaments in April will be
waterpolo and watervolleyball at 8 p.m. on April 17 at
the Nemzek pool.
The softball tournament will
be held on April 19 starting at
noon. Teams can register up
until the day of the tournament.
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abortion, from page 6
If you or someone you
know is suffering from the
effects of abortion, please call
the Abortion National Help
Line Line at 866-482-LIFE. If
you are pregnant, you have
options besides abortion. Call
the Heartbeat International/
Carenet Pregnancy Centers
Hotline at 800-395-HELP.
We show these pictures

Mass communications professor Wayne Gudmundson looks on
as senior art-photography major Matt Johnson shows him the
mechanics behind the art department’s new large format camera
from the 1920s at the student academic conference on April 9.

Sarah Werner
MSUM sophomore
CFL president
Allison Keller
MSUM senior
CFL member
Rachael Craft
MSUM sophomore
CFL member

means.
Of course, this argument
is much more easily made
when the images used are not
of one’s own grandparents,
aunts, uncles or ancestors,
when it is not one’s own history that is being exploited.
Judging by the widespread
condemnation by black and
Jewish students and community groups across the country
of the Genocide Awareness
Project, it is fair to say that
many of the people whose
historic suffering is being
exploited would vehemently
disagree.
The reality is that the vast
majority of people making the
argument that this exploitation is appropriate is white
and Christian, while the victims of these hate crimes and
whose experiences they are

exploiting are people of color
or Jews.
Those who have not experienced the horrors of genocide
have the privilege of being
able to view it in more abstract,
symbolic ways, and are thus
more at ease about exploiting
this powerful symbol to further their interests.
For those who suffered the
horror of these atrocities the
meaning is far from abstract
and symbolic, and recalling
these experiences is often bitterly painful.
I remember as a teenager
working as an aide in a nursing home in upstate New
York, the first time that I met
one resident, an elderly gentleman with a strong Eastern
European accent. As I helped
him dress, my eyes fell upon
the serial number etched into
his arm.
I will never forget the look
of sorrow that came across
his face when our eyes met.
F/T AND P/T TELESALES (18-40 HRS/WEEK)
In the days that followed, we
talked about many aspects of
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING! VARIETY OF PROGRAMS!
his life. But, I was well aware
that there was a line which we
could not cross, one part of
his past whose horror for him
was unspeakable.
In later years, many Jewish
friends shared similar stories
of grandparents, aunts, and
uncles who were Holocaust
• Paid Training
• $9-$10/Hour
survivors and were so scarred
by their experience that they
• Casual Dress
• Referral Bonus
refused to talk about it, even
with their own family.
• Incentives
• Fun Work Environment
In the Fargo-Moorhead
Apply at:
area, including our campus
2829 S. UNIVERSITY DR., FARGO
communities, there are many
(Northwest Entrance of American Family Ins. Building)
people who have survived
Or send resume to www.pcifargo.com
EOE
more recent cases of genocide
JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! in their war-torn countries
of origin. How will viewing
10 foot tall pictures of piles
of bodies of genocide victims serve to reignite painful
memories of atrocities they
suffered?
Is the pain that is being
inflicted upon them less
important than the cause that
Collegians for Life is promoting?
Did these consequences
even occur to the organizers of
this event or will we hear, yet
again, that same tired excuse
from a group of white students that they did not realize
that what they were doing
would be hurtful or offensive
MINIMUM 3-MONTH REQUIREMENT
to people of color, Jews and
$18.75 A MONTH WITH 2 MONTH REQUIREMENT others?

HIRING IMMEDIATELY!

JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS!

JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! JOBS!

kayla whitaker / the advocate

exploits, from page 6
While the name might suggest that the project is working to raise awareness of
acts of genocide such as that
which occurred in Rwanda
and under the Nazi regime, in
fact the project only exploits
these and other horrific events
in order to further their political agenda to make abortion
illegal.
The exhibit consists of several approximately 10 foot
high graphic images of victims
of the Holocaust, lynchings of
blacks in the U.S., genocide
in Rwanda and the massacre of Native Americans at
Wounded Knee, along with
images of aborted fetuses.
Some will argue that using
gruesome photos of people
who were murdered through
genocide and lynchings is a
case of the ends justifying the

because we care.
“Injustice that is invisible
inevitably will become tolerable. Injustice that is visible
inevitably becomes intolerable,” said Gregg Cunningham,
founder of the Center for
Bioethical Reform.

BUSY BUBBLES

LOWEST PRICE EVER

RED HOT DEAL!!!!
$15.00 A MONTH
UNLIMITED TANNING

$22.50 A MONTH WITH A 1 MONTH REQUIREMENT
Visit http://www.washandtan.com

Deb White
Sociology professor
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SZYMANSKI, FROM FRONT
“Dr. Szymanski’s enthusiasm and passion about the
opportunity to serve MSUM is
impressive,” McCormick said
in a press release. “Her commitment to student-centered
education is a good fit with
the university’s mission and
philosophy.”
Previously,
Szymanski
was dean and professor in
the College of Education at
the University of Maryland,
College Park. Before that,
she held several positions at
the University of Wisconsin–
Madison, including chair of
the department of rehabilitation psychology and special
education and associate dean
of the College of Education.
Szymanski holds a doctorate in special education
from the University of Texas,
Austin; a master’s degree
in rehabilitation counseling from the University of
Scranton in Pennsylvania; and

News
a bachelor’s degree in biology
from Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute in Troy, N.Y.
A
visionary
leader,
Szymanski said she’s also
focused on creating a campus
with a shared vision as well as
one that works with the community to remain accountable
to that vision.
One of her primary goals
upon becoming president is
to listen to and learn from the
ideas of students, faculty and
staff. She will then use those
ideas to create a comprehensive plan that promotes fundraising and advances the state,
regional and national standing
of the university.
“I really love fundraising. I see outstanding investment potential in (MSUM),”
Szymanski said. “Clearly,
individual and corporate
investment in the university
can benefit the campus and its
students as well as the region
and state. I would enjoy the
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Advocate Classifieds
Help Wanted

PREGNANT? You have options.
Pregnancy testing, counseling,
limited ultrasound exams – Free &
Confidential. 701.237.6530 (Fargo)
or www.firstchoiceclinic.com.
Car insurance too high or hard to
find? Need renter’s insurance? Call
Cami at American Family Insurance,
819 30 Ave S Moorhead (by Safari
Theater/Subway), 233-9252.
Getting Married?
Need a photographer?
$750 for full day + perks
Call Brad @ 701-388-1908
Or email schuttbr@mnstate.edu

opportunity to work with the
university’s foundation and
board to advance individual
and corporate investment.
It is anticipated that
Szymanski’s
appointment
would become effective in
July, pending approval by the
Board of Trustees in St. Paul.
Meehlhause can be reached
at meehlhke@mnstate.edu.

Summer Employment: Counselors, Speech and Occupational
Therapists and Aides, Reading Instructors, Recreation, Crafts and
Waterfront Personnel Needed
for a Summer Camp in North
Dakota. Working with Children
with Special Needs. Salary plus
Room and Board. Contact: Dan
Mimnaugh, Camp Grassick, Box
F, Dawson, ND 58428, 701-3274251, grasbek@bektel.com.
Summer Camp Jobs - Camp
Counselors, Lifeguards, Program
Leaders, Health Care Staff and
Volunteers. Work 4-12 weeks with
individuals with special needs at
resident camp. Training Provided.
Apply online www.friendshipventures.org or call 800-450-8376.
Need college girl to live in private
home. Room, board, & approx.
$300 per month in exchange for
putting disabled person to bed.
10-15 nights per month. Must
interview to understand job.
701.237.3959
Summer Employment: Counselors, Speech and Occupational
Therapists and Aides, Reading Instructors, Recreation, Crafts and
Waterfront Personnel Needed
for a Summer Camp in North
Dakota. Working with Children
with Special Needs. Salary plus
Room and Board. Contact: Dan
Mimnaugh, Camp Grassick, Box
F, Dawson, ND 58428, 701-3274251, grasbek@bektel.com.
Ideal summer job with all weekends off. Apply now for part-time
or full-time positions doing light
office cleaning. Some shifts are
available to start now or in early
May. Most shifts start after 5 p.m.
and Monday thru Friday, some
shifts are 3 to 4 days per week.
Apply in person at 3431 4th Ave
SW, Suite C, Fargo.
Old Broadway is hiring bartenders, doorman, day servers, and
night servers. Night servers start at
$6.00 per hour plus tips. Apply in
person at 22 Broadway, Fargo, ND.
Looking for energetic students to
work early evening hours cleaning office buildings. Shifts are 2
to 4 hours Monday thru Friday
after 5 p.m. with all weekends off.
Apply in person at PBS, 3431 4th
Avenue SW, Suite C.

Your locally owned off sale
Open 10 am to 10 pm
2511 12th Ave. S. Moorhead 218-236-9494

Nanny Wanted – Summer position in lakes area. Salary+room/
board. Must love kids, be
organized, can swim & willing to
take on an active family. Could
be used possibly as a social
work or child care internship. Call
218-532-3168 or email: omdahl@
loretel.net.
Fargo family needs flexible childcare for two young children. Part
time during day including some
nights and weekends. Good pay
and option to live in our home.
Contact Jill or Shane 235-8884.
POOL DIRECTOR 2008 SUMMER SEASON: City of Dilworth
is accepting applications for Pool
Director. Current American Red
Cross Lifeguard Today, WSI,
CPRPR, Lifeguard Instructor and 1
year lifeguard experience required.
Supervisory experience preferred.
Application available at Dilworth
City Hall 2 1st Ave SE. 287-2313.
LIFEGUARD and/or WSI 2008
SUMMER SEASON: City of Dilworth is application for Lifeguards
and/or WSI certified. Applications
are available at Dilworth City Hall
2 1st Ave SE, 287-2313.

Now Renting

Near Campus! 3-5 bedroom
houses near MSU-M! Signing
Leases Now for 2008.
Call 701.412.8579.
UPSCALE DOWNTOWN LIVING
- 1, 2 or 3 bdrm / 2 bath apartments featuring garages / indoor
parking, central air, private laundry units, from $600/mo. Sorry,
No Pets! Call 701-239-2603 for
further information.
APARTMENTS FOR RENT. Summer or school year ’08-’09. One,
two, three and four bedrooms. 1
to 4 people. Most with heat paid.
Also, efficiency and roommates.
Located between campuses and
north of campus. (218) 236-1143.
www.fmcharterrentals.com.
Large 2-bedroom apartments
renting now for June or August
occupancy. Summer rates of
$300/month includes heat,
water, off-street parking. Some
with garages. School year rates
$450/month. Call Jon at 218-7904866 to view. Walking distance,
no partiers please!
Rent Early!! Two bedrooms, June
and August. Heat-water paid,
security, A/C, miniblinds, ceiling
fans, quiet, no parties! Certified crime/drug free. Off-street
parking. No pets. 701-371-7435
– 218-346-6584.
One bedroom, security, heat-water paid, quiet, no parties! Miniblinds, ceiling fan, A/C, off-street
assigned parking with plugins.
Certified Crime/drug free housing,
lease, references, no pets. 218346-6584, 701-371-7435.
FOR RENT - PERFECT FOR 3-4
STUDENTS Large 3 bedroom/2
bath house. 2 car garage. 1 block
north of Concordia. New flooring
throughout! 523 7th St. S. $1,250/
month OBO + utilities. Available
May 1. 701-799-8369
Looking for a sober living environment? Look no further. Amethyst
Manor is a drug- and alcohol-free
living environment for college and
technical students in the Fargo/
Moorhead area. Located in Moorhead near Concordia and MSUM,
and only a short drive from NDSU,
Amethyst Manor is ideal for individuals in recovery or those who
choose not to use drugs or alcohol. For more information, please
call Jon at 218-359-0901.
Nice 4 bdrm house, large living
room with hardwood floor, nice
kitchen, 1 bdrm/bath on main.
Family room, laundry and bath
downstairs. 3 bdrms & bath
upstairs. 701-729-9177.
For Rent: 4 Bedroom, 2 Baths, 3 Living rooms, Central Air, Huge Deck,
Private Yard, 1314 17th St. S., Moorhead, $1200/Mnth 701-729-1848.
Immaculate lower-level one bedroom. Den. Two baths. Private
entrance. Off-street parking with
plugins. Cable and laundry included. No pets or smoking. $450 per
month. Heat paid. 218.233.1418
(cell). 701.238.2326.
1-bedroom apartment, 3-bedroom
apartment, or efficiency apartment. Half block from MSUM.
Heat paid, laundry, parking,
garage. 701-238-0081.
Large 4 bed, 2 bath duplex. 1/2
block from MSUM. Heat and water paid. $950. 701-238-0081.

For Sale

HOUSE FOR RENT. Newly
remodeled. 4-5 bedroom, 2 bathroom. Close to campus. Attached
garage. Available May 1st. 701388-0791.

2002 Ford Focus, 4 Door Sedan,
AC, PW, PL, CD/AM/FM, CC, 2.0L,
78K, looks new, runs excellent.
$6,500. 477-2340 days, 218-8616141 evenings and weekends.

HOUSE FOR RENT. Newly
remodeled. 4-5 bedroom, 2 bathroom. Close to campus. Attached
garage. Available May 1st. 701388-0791.

advocate@mnstate.edu
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Apply for an Advo job by April 18
The Advocate is seeking new staff members
for the 2008-2009 academic year.
Apply to be a: staff writer, photographer,
copy editor, photo editor, section editor,
columnist or cartoonist by April 18.

For an
application,
stop by
The Advocate
office (CMU 110)
or e-mail
advocate@
mnstate.edu.

